BINGO LINGO QUIZ
Inspired by club bingos–compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club
Questions in blue Answers in yellow
Mike Bell played PRODDING
There are interesting 8s that contain the internal pattern -ODDUnscramble them from the alphagrams and abridged definitions
QUESTIONS
ABDDNOYY
a bayman (a person who fishes on a bay) [n -DIES]
CDDEILOR
lumpy (full of lumps) [adj]
CDDHILOS
a dolt (a stupid person) [adj]
CDDELORS
one that pampers (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [n]
CDDGILNO
to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v]
DDDDEEOR to totter (to walk unsteadily) [v]
DDDEEORR one that totters (to walk unsteadily) [n -S]
DDDEEFOR
to feed with coarse food [v]
ADDGMNOS an offensive word [v]
DDGILNNO
to nod frequently [v]
DDELOPRS
one that walks heavily [n]
DDGILNOP
to walk heavily [v]
DDEOPRRS
one that jabs with something pointed [n]
DDGINOPR
to jab with something pointed [v]
DDDEEORS to cover with turf [v]
DDEHIORS
of inferior quality [adj]
DDEHIOSS
a low-quality wool [n]
DDHILOSY
of inferior quality [adv]
DDDEENOS to make soggy (heavy with moisture) [v]
DDELNOSY
in a soggy manner [adv]
DDELORST
one that walks unsteadily [n]
DDGILNOT
to walk unsteadily [v]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ANSWERS
8s that contain the internal pattern -ODDBAYNODDY
ABDDNOYY
a bayman (a person who fishes on a bay) [n BAYNODDIES]
CLODDIER
CDDEILOR
CLODDY, lumpy (full of lumps) [adj]
CLODDISH
CDDHILOS
CLOD, a dolt (a stupid person) [adj]
CODDLERS
CDDELORS
CODDLER, one that coddles (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [n]
CODDLING
CDDGILNO
CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v]
DODDERED DDDDEEOR DODDER, to totter (to walk unsteadily) [v]
DODDERER DDDEEORR one that dodders (to totter (to walk unsteadily)) [n DODDERERS]
FODDERED
DDDEEFOR
FODDER, to feed with coarse food [v]
GODDAMNS ADDGMNOS GODDAMN, an offensive word [v]
NODDLING
DDGILNNO
NODDLE, to nod frequently [v]
PLODDERS
DDELOPRS
PLODDER, one that plods (to walk heavily) [n]
PLODDING
DDGILNOP
PLOD, to walk heavily [v]
PRODDERS
DDEOPRRS
PRODDER, one that prods (to jab with something pointed) [n]
PRODDING
DDGINOPR
PROD, to jab with something pointed [v]
RESODDED DDDEEORS RESOD, SOD, to cover with sod (turf) [v]
SHODDIER
DDEHIORS
SHODDY, of inferior quality [adj]
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SHODDIES
SHODDILY
SODDENED
SODDENLY
TODDLERS
TODDLING

DDEHIOSS
DDHILOSY
DDDEENOS
DDELNOSY
DDELORST
DDGILNOT

SHODDY, a low-quality wool [n]
SHODDY, of inferior quality [adv]
SODDEN, to make soggy (heavy with moisture) [v]
in a soggy manner [adv]
TODDLER, one that toddles (to walk unsteadily) [n]
TODDLE, to walk unsteadily [v]

